
NEW ACQUSITIONS FOR ARCHIVES AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS OCTOBER 2021 

Title:  A search for origins : science, history and South Africa's "Cradle of   

  Humankind" / edited by Philip Bonner, Amanda Esterhuysen, Trefor Jenkins ; 

  [foreword by Phillip V. Tobias]. 

Shelf no: SBV3 569.9 BONN 

Publication: Johannesburg: Wits University Press, 2007. 

 

Description of the book 

The cradle of Humankind, bordering Gauteng and the North West Province in South Africa, 

was declared a World Heritage Site for the wealth of the human and animal fossils found there. 

This book aims to provide an overview of the history of the Cradle of Humankind, and of the 

essential discoveries that have been made there. This edited volume frames the scientific 

advances that have been made in the Cradle of Humankind against the intellectual and 

political background out which they emerged. The subjects discussed in this book include: 

Cradle of Humankind, Evolutionary paleo biology (South Africa), Prehistoric peoples (South 

Africa), Fossil hominids (South Africa), History (South Africa) and Antiquities.  



Title:  Mining the future: the Bafokeng story / researched, written and edited by  

  Totem Media for the Research and Planning Department of the Royal  

  Bafokeng Administration. 

Shelf no: SBV3 305 896 TOTE  

Publication: Auckland Park: Jacana, 2010. 

 

Description of the book  

This book provides a wonderful story of how the Bafokeng people are mostly known for their 

platinum wealth, how they acquired and held on the land and heritage through 150 years of 

constitutional change in South Africa, and what they are doing with that land and heritage 

today. This book explores the inspiration of the past as well as remarkable contemporary 

vision that aims to secure long-term prosperity by actively ‘mining the future’ in every way 

possible.  

 

 

 



Title:  Umkhonto we Sizwe: fighting for a divided people / Thula Bopela, Daluxolo 

  Luthuli. 

Shelf no: SBV3 322.42 BOPE 

Publication: Alberton: Galago, 2005. 

 

Description of the book 

This book is the first memoir written by Thula Bophelo and Daluxolo Luthuli who literally fought 

as revolutionists with any of the liberation forces of countries in Southern Africa. The book 

explains how these authors joined the liberation struggle as young men in the early 1960s and 

it follows the circumstances as freedom fighters through years of bush warfare, capture, 

imprisonment and political opposition through to the 1994 election in South Africa that won by 

the ANC.  



Title:  Students must rise: youth struggle in South Africa before and beyond Soweto 

  '76 / edited by Anne Heffernan and Noor Nieftagodien. 

Shelf no: SBV3 378.1981 STUD 

Publication: Johannesburg: Wits University Press, 2016. 

 

Description of the book 

This book narrates the decisive significance in the struggle against apartheid which occurred 

in June 19 1976. Known as the Soweto uprising, an estimated 20 000 students fought ‘the 

system’- apartheid as they approached the military police. Since then, students have held a 

marked position in the collective imaginary of South African history. The two final chapters in 

this book consider contemporary student-based political movements, including #FeesMustFall 

and #RhodesMustFall which is an historic occasion that began on the 12 th October 2015 – 

October 2016.  

 



Title:  Unstoppable women: does education matter? / Sarah Wamala Andersson, 

  Linley Chiwona-Karltun, Pauline Ocaya. 

Shelf no: SBV3 371.822 ANDE  

Publication: Bloomington, IN: AuthorHouse, 2016. 

 

Description of the book  

This is a unique book which clearly explains the phenomenal stories of the three unstoppable 

women born and raised in Malawi or Uganda. It aims to inspire young women and men 

particularly those who want to live a better and more meaningful life in regardless of where 

you are, you will no longer allow circumstances to control your life and hinder you from 

reaching your full potential and achieving your dreams academically. The book illustrates what 

drove these women to change their lives for better living through higher education and how 

they conquered the challenges faced during that moment.  


